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Juwelier – Uhren Weikhard 

"Timeless Time-Tellers"

Housed within a charming historic building on Hauptplatz, Juwelier –

Uhren Weikhard is probably the first name that pops up when someone

mentions luxury watches in Altstadt. The boutique features some of the

best known brands of watches, and its inventory includes prestigious

labels such as Bvalgari, Chophard, DKNY, Emporio Armani, Michael Kors,

Hugo Boss and Marc by Marc Jacobs, to name a few. Apart from these

timeless watches, the boutique is also home to a breathtaking variety of

jewelry and accessories.The expert and seasoned employees at this store

also offer repair and restore services for the show-stoppers on your wrist.

If you're looking for a trinket or a wristwatch that could totally change

your time, it's here you'll find it!

 +43 316 82 2182  office@weikhard.at  Hauptplatz 13, Graz

 by jarmoluk   

Hollister 

"The Surf’s In"

Hollister Co. was created as a sub section of the American company

Ambercrombie & Fitch, primarily appealing to a target group of older

teenagers. The garments and accessories are inspired by the surf culture.

The brand has a large international reputation. There are approximately

seven outlets in Austria. The store in Graz is located at Murpark,

Ostbahnstraße and is open through the week from 9a to 7.30p, except on

Sundays and some public holidays.

 +43 316 42 4182  www.hollisterco.com/shop/wd/cloth

ing-stores/US/Graz/AT/31179

 Ostbahnstraße 3, Murpark, Graz

 by MermaidsWhimsy   

s.Oliver Store 

"Boutique to Bountiful"

s.Oliver was created by Bernd Freier in Germany in 1969 at Rottendorf, as

a tiny boutique. Since then the company has grown tremendously and has

stores in over 30 countries. The Austrian city of Graz itself has three

s.Oliver outlets, in the Murpark Shopping Center Ostbahnstraße,

Shopping NordWienerStraße and Shopping City Seiersbrg, respectively.

The company sells a wide array of garments, jewelry, accessories and

sunglasses that are up to trend, with each changing season.

 +43 316 4241 5410  www.soliver.at/on/deman

dware.store/Sites-soliverA

T-Site/de_AT/Default-Start

?refID=places/google/1548

 onlineshop@soliver.com  Ostbahnstrasse 3, Shopping

Center MURPARK, Graz
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